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Description
The forums_last_posts module works well with "threaded" style forum threads but not with "flat" style forum threads ("Only allow replies to the first message" option in a particular forum config).
The thread Id url part isn't right, it should be the thread Id of the first post.
The following error message is displayed: "This forum is flat and doesn't allow replies to other replies"

A link to a first thread post will work (thread Id is right for this one), but links to its answers wont.

The since_last_visit_new module displays the right urls for forum posts in "flat" style forum threads.

Admin password for the show instance is: whynot

Importance
8

Easy to solve?
5
Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
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Comments

Pascal St-Jean 10 Sep 13 16:06 GMT-0000
thank you for your bug report and for the demo.

What is the password for your SHOW instance. Please include it in your description so that we can access it and view the bug

thank you

pianoliv 10 Sep 13 17:11 GMT-0000
Now included in the description, thanks!

olivier
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